The source code and datasets generated during the current study are available online: <https://github.com/helmersl/patent_similarity_search>.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

A patent is the exclusive right to manufacture, use, or sell an invention and is granted by the government's patent offices \[[@pone.0212103.ref001]\]. For a patent to be granted, it is indispensable that the described invention is not known or easily inferred from the so-called prior art, where prior art includes any written or oral publication available before the filing date of the submission. Therefore, for each application that is submitted, the responsible patent office performs a search for related work to check if the subject matter described in the submission is inventive enough to be patentable \[[@pone.0212103.ref001]\]. Before handing in the application to the patent office, the inventors will usually consult a patent attorney, who represents them in obtaining the patent. In order to assess the chances of the patent being granted, the patent attorney often also performs a search for prior art.

When searching for prior art, patent officers and patent attorneys are currently mainly relying on simple keyword searches such as those implemented by the E[spacenet]{.smallcaps} tool from the *European Patent Office*, the T[otal]{.smallcaps}P[atent]{.smallcaps} software developed by L[exis]{.smallcaps}N[exis]{.smallcaps}, or the P[at]{.smallcaps}S[nap]{.smallcaps} patent search, all of which provide very limited *semantic* search options. These search engines often fail to return relevant documents and due to constraints regarding the length of the entered search text, it is usually not possible to consider a patent application's entire text for the search, but merely query the database for specific keywords.

Current search approaches for prior art therefore require a significant amount of manual work and time, as given a patent application, the patent officer or attorney has to manually formulate a search query by combining words that should match documents describing similar inventions \[[@pone.0212103.ref002]\]. Furthermore, these queries often have to be adapted several times to optimize the output of the search \[[@pone.0212103.ref003], [@pone.0212103.ref004]\]. A main problem here is that regular keyword searches do not inherently take into account synonyms or more abstract terms related to the given query words. This means, if for an important term in the patent application a synonym, such as *wire* instead of *cable*, or a more specialized term, such as *needle* instead of *sharp object*, has been used in an existing document of prior art, a keyword search might fail to reveal this relation unless the alternative term was explicitly included in the search query. This is relevant as it is quite common in patent texts to use very abstract and general terms for describing an invention in order to maximize the protective scope \[[@pone.0212103.ref005], [@pone.0212103.ref006]\]. A line of research \[[@pone.0212103.ref007]--[@pone.0212103.ref011]\] has focused on automatically expanding the manually composed queries, e.g., to take into account synonyms collected in a thesaurus \[[@pone.0212103.ref009], [@pone.0212103.ref012]\] or include keywords occurring in related patent documents \[[@pone.0212103.ref013]--[@pone.0212103.ref015]\]. Yet, with iteratively augmented queries---be it by manual or automatic extension of the query---the search for prior art remains a very time consuming process.

Furthermore, a keyword-based search for prior art, even if done with most professional care, will often produce suboptimal results (as we will see e.g. later in this paper and in Section *D2* in [S1 File](#pone.0212103.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). With possibly imperfect queries, it must be assumed that relevant documents are missed in the search, leading to *false negatives* (FN). On the other hand, query words can also appear in texts that, nonetheless, have quite different topics, which means the search will additionally yield many *false positives* (FP). When searching for prior art for a patent application, the consequences of false positives and false negatives are quite different. While false positives cause additional work for the patent examiner, who has to exclude the irrelevant documents from the report, false negatives may lead to an erroneous grant of a patent, which can have profound legal and financial implications for both the owner of said patent as well as competitors \[[@pone.0212103.ref016]\].

An approach to automate the search for prior art {#sec002}
------------------------------------------------

To overcome some of these disadvantageous aspects of current keyword-based search approaches, it is necessary to decrease the manual work and time required for conducting the search itself, while increasing the quality of the search results by avoiding irrelevant patents from being returned, as well as automatically accounting for synonyms to reduce false negatives. This can be achieved by comparing the patent application with existing publications based on their *entire texts* rather than just searching for specific keywords. By considering the entire texts of the documents, much more information, including the context of keywords used within the respective documents, is taken into account. For humans it is of course infeasible to read the whole text of each possibly relevant document. Instead, state-of-the-art text processing techniques can be used for this task.

This paper describes a novel approach to automate the search for prior art with *natural language processing* (NLP) and *machine learning* (ML) techniques, such as neural network language models, in order to make it more efficient and accurate. The essence of this idea is illustrated in [Fig 1](#pone.0212103.g001){ref-type="fig"}. We first obtain a dataset of related patents from a patent database by using a few manually selected seed patents and then recursively adding the patents or patent applications that are cited by the documents already included in the dataset. The patent texts are then transformed into numerical feature vectors, based on which the similarity between two documents can be computed. We evaluate different similarity measures by comparing the prior art suggested by our automated approach to those documents that were originally cited in a patent's search report and, in a second step, to documents considered relevant prior art for this patent by a patent attorney. By analyzing and comparing different approaches for computing full text similarities between patent documents, we aim to identify a similarity measure based on which it is possible to automatically and reliably select relevant prior art given, e.g., the draft of a new patent application.

![Illustration of the presented novel approach to the search for a patent's prior art.\
First, a dataset of patent applications is obtained from a patent database using a few manually selected seed patents and recursively including the patent applications they cite. Then, the patent texts are transformed into feature vectors and the similarity between two documents is computed based on said feature vectors. Finally, patents that are considered as very similar to a new target patent application are returned as possible prior art. An appropriate similarity measure for this process should assign high similarity scores to related patents (e.g. where one patent was cited in the search report of the other) and low scores to unrelated (randomly paired) patents. We compare different similarity measures by quantifying the overlap between the respective similarity score distributions of pairs of related documents and randomly paired patents using the AUC score.](pone.0212103.g001){#pone.0212103.g001}

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: After briefly reviewing existing strategies for prior art search as well as machine learning methods for full text similarity search and its applications, we discuss our approach for computing the similarities between the patents using different feature extraction methods. These methods are then evaluated on an example dataset of patents including their citations, as well as a second dataset where relevant patents were identified by a patent attorney. Furthermore, based on this manually annotated dataset, we also assess the quality of the original citation process itself. A discussion of the relevance of the obtained results and a brief outlook conclude this manuscript.

Related work {#sec003}
------------

Most research concerned with facilitating and improving the search for a patent's prior art has focused on automatically composing and extending the search queries. For example, a manually formulated query can be improved by automatically including synonyms for the keywords using a thesaurus \[[@pone.0212103.ref005], [@pone.0212103.ref009], [@pone.0212103.ref012], [@pone.0212103.ref017], [@pone.0212103.ref018]\]. A potential drawback of such an approach, however, is that the thesaurus itself has to be manually curated and extended \[[@pone.0212103.ref019]\]. Another line of research focuses on pseudo-relevance feedback, where, given an initial search, the first *k* search results are used to identify additional keywords that can be used to extend the original query \[[@pone.0212103.ref003], [@pone.0212103.ref014], [@pone.0212103.ref020]\]. Similarly, past queries \[[@pone.0212103.ref021]\] or meta data such as citations can be used to augment the search query \[[@pone.0212103.ref013], [@pone.0212103.ref015], [@pone.0212103.ref022]\]. A recent study has also examined the possibility of using the *word2vec* language model \[[@pone.0212103.ref023]--[@pone.0212103.ref025]\] to automatically identify relevant words in the search results that can be used to extend the query \[[@pone.0212103.ref026]\].

Approaches for automatically adapting and extending queries still require the patent examiner to manually formulate the initial search query. To make this step obsolete, heuristics can be used to automatically extract keywords from a given patent application \[[@pone.0212103.ref027]--[@pone.0212103.ref029]\] or a *bag-of-words* (BOW) approach can be used to transform the entire text of a patent into a list of words that can then be used to search for its prior art \[[@pone.0212103.ref030]--[@pone.0212103.ref032]\]. Often times, partial patent applications, such as an extended abstract, may already suffice to conduct the search \[[@pone.0212103.ref031]\]. The search results can also be further refined with a graph-based ranking model \[[@pone.0212103.ref033]\] or by using the patents' categories to filter the results \[[@pone.0212103.ref034]\]. Different prior art search approaches have previously been discussed and benchmarked within the CLEF-IP project, see e.g. \[[@pone.0212103.ref035]\] and \[[@pone.0212103.ref036]\].

In our approach, detailed in the following sections, we also alleviate the required work and time needed to manually compose a search query by simply operating on the patent application's *entire* text. However, instead of only searching the database for relevant keywords extracted from this text, we transform the texts of all other documents into numerical feature representations as well, which allow us to compute the full text similarities between the patent application and its possible prior art.

Calculating the similarity between texts is at the heart of a wide range of information retrieval tasks, such as search engine development, question answering, document clustering, or corpus visualization. Approaches for computing text similarities can be divided into similarity measures relying on word similarities and those based on document feature vectors \[[@pone.0212103.ref037]\].

To compute the similarity between two texts using individual word similarities, the words in both texts first have to be aligned by creating word pairs based on semantic similarity and then these similarity scores are combined to yield a similarity measure for the whole text. Corley and Mihalcea \[[@pone.0212103.ref038]\] propose a text similarity measure, where the most similar word pairs in two texts are determined based on semantic word similarity measures as implemented in the WordNet similarity package \[[@pone.0212103.ref039]\]. The similarity score of two texts is then computed as the weighted and normalized sum of the single word pairs' similarity scores. This approach can be further refined using greedy pairing \[[@pone.0212103.ref040]\]. Recently, instead of using WordNet relations to obtain word similarities, the similarity between semantically meaningful word embeddings, such as those created by the *word2vec* language model \[[@pone.0212103.ref023]\], was used. Kusner et al. \[[@pone.0212103.ref041]\] defined the word mover's distance for computing the similarity between two sentences as the minimum distance the individual word embeddings have to move to match those of the other sentence. While similarity measures based on the semantic similarities of individual words are advantageous when comparing short texts, finding an optimal word pairing for longer texts is computationally very expensive and therefore these similarity measures are less practical in our setting, where the full texts of whole documents have to be compared.

To compute the similarity between longer documents, these can be transformed into numerical feature vectors, which serve as input to a similarity function. Rieck and Laskov \[[@pone.0212103.ref042]\] give a comprehensive overview of similarity measures for sequential data, some of which are widely used in information retrieval applications. Achananuparp et al. \[[@pone.0212103.ref043]\] test some of these similarity measures for comparing sentences on three corpora, using accuracy, precision, recall, and rejection as metrics to evaluate how many of the retrieved documents are relevant in relation to the number of relevant documents missed. Huang \[[@pone.0212103.ref044]\] use several of these similarity measures to perform text clustering on *tf-idf* vectors. Interested in how well similarity measures reproduce human similarity ratings, Lee et al. \[[@pone.0212103.ref045]\] create a text similarity corpus based on all possible pairs of 50 different documents rated by 83 students. They test different feature extraction methods in combination with four of the similarity measures described in Rieck and Laskov \[[@pone.0212103.ref042]\] and calculate the correlation of the human ratings with the resulting scoring. They conclude that using the cosine similarity, high precision can be achieved, while recall is still not satisfying.

Full text similarity measures have previously been used to improve search results for MEDLINE articles, where a two step approach using the cosine similarity measure between *tf-idf* vectors in combination with a sentence alignment algorithm yielded superior results compared to the boolean search strategy used by PubMed \[[@pone.0212103.ref046]\]. The Science Concierge \[[@pone.0212103.ref047]\] computes the similarities between papers' abstracts to provide content based recommendations, however it still requires an initial keyword search to retrieve articles of interest. The PubVis web application by Horn \[[@pone.0212103.ref048]\], developed for visually exploring scientific corpora, also provides recommendations for similar articles given a submitted abstract by measuring overlapping terms in the document feature vectors. While full text similarity search approaches have shown potential in domains such as scientific literature, only few studies have explored this approach for the much harder task of retrieving prior art for a new patent application \[[@pone.0212103.ref049]\], where much less overlap between text documents is to be expected due to the usage of very abstract and general terms when describing new inventions. Specifically, document representations created using recently developed neural network language models such as *word2vec* \[[@pone.0212103.ref023], [@pone.0212103.ref024], [@pone.0212103.ref050]\] or *doc2vec* \[[@pone.0212103.ref051]\] were not yet evaluated on patent documents.

Methods {#sec004}
=======

In order to study our hypothesis that the search for prior art can be improved by automatically determining, for a given patent application, the most similar documents contained in the database based on their full texts, we need to evaluate multiple approaches for comparing the patents' full texts and computing similarities between the documents. To do this, we test multiple approaches for creating numerical feature representations from the documents' raw texts, which can then be used as input to a similarity function to compute the documents' similarity.

All raw documents first have to be preprocessed by lower casing and removing non-alphanumeric characters. The simplest way of transforming texts into numerical vectors is to create high dimensional but sparse *bag-of-words* (BOW) vectors with *tf-idf* features \[[@pone.0212103.ref052]\]. These BOW representations can also be reduced to their most expressive dimensions using dimensionality reduction methods such as *latent semantic analysis* (LSA) \[[@pone.0212103.ref049], [@pone.0212103.ref053]\] or *kernel principal component analysis* (KPCA) \[[@pone.0212103.ref054]--[@pone.0212103.ref057]\]. Alternatively, the neural network language models (NNLM) \[[@pone.0212103.ref058]\]*word2vec* \[[@pone.0212103.ref023], [@pone.0212103.ref024]\] (combined with BOW vectors) or *doc2vec* \[[@pone.0212103.ref051]\] can be used to transform the documents into feature vectors. All these feature representations are described in detail in Section *A1* in [S1 File](#pone.0212103.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Using any of these feature representations, the pairwise similarity between two documents' feature vectors **x**~*i*~ and **x**~*j*~ can be calculated using the cosine similarity: $$\begin{array}{rc}
{\text{sim}\left( \mathbf{x}_{i},\mathbf{x}_{j} \right)} & {= \frac{\mathbf{x}_{i}^{\top}\mathbf{x}_{j}}{\|\mathbf{x}_{i}{\|\|}\mathbf{x}_{j}\|},} \\
\end{array}$$ which is 1 for documents that are (almost) identical, and 0 (in the case of non-negative BOW feature vectors) or below 0 for unrelated documents \[[@pone.0212103.ref044], [@pone.0212103.ref059], [@pone.0212103.ref060]\]. Other possible similarity functions for comparing sequential data \[[@pone.0212103.ref042], [@pone.0212103.ref061]\] are discussed in Section *A2* in [S1 File](#pone.0212103.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Data {#sec005}
====

Our experiments are conducted on two datasets, created using a multi-step process as briefly outlined here and further discussed in Section *B* in [S1 File](#pone.0212103.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. For ease of notation, we use the term patent when really referring to either a granted patent or a patent application.

We first obtained a patent corpus containing more than 100,000 patent documents from the *Cooperative Patent Classification scheme* (CPC) category A61 (*medical or veterinary science and hygiene*), published between 2000 and 2015. From these documents, our first dataset was compiled, starting with the roughly 2,500 patents in the corpus published in 2015, which we will refer to as "target patents" in the remaining text. Each of the target patents cites on average 17.5 (standard deviation: ± 28.4) other patents in our corpus (i.e. published after 2000), which we also include in the dataset. Additionally, we randomly selected another 1,000 patents from the corpus, which were not cited by any of the selected target patents. This results in altogether 28,381 documents, which contain on average 13,530 (± 18,750) words. From these documents, the first dataset was then created by pairing up the patents and assigning each patent pair a corresponding label: Each target patent is paired up with a) all the patents it cites, these patent pairs are assigned the label 'cited', and b) the 1,000 patents not cited by any of the target patents, these patent pairs are labelled 'random'. This first dataset consists of 2,470,736 patent pairs with a 'cited/random' labelling.

The second dataset is created by obtaining additional, more consistent human labels from a patent attorney for a small subset of the first dataset. These labels should show which of the cited patents are truly relevant to the target patent and whether important prior art is missing from the search reports. For ten of the target patents, we selected their respective cited patents as well as several random patents that either obtained a relatively high, medium, or low similarity score as computed with the cosine similarity on *tf-idf* BOW features. These 450 patent pairs were then manually assigned 'relevant/irrelevant' labels and constitute our second dataset.

Evaluation {#sec006}
==========

A pair of patents should have a high similarity score if the two texts address a similar or almost identical subject matter, and a low score if they are unrelated. Furthermore, if two patent documents address a similar subject matter, then one document of said pair should have been cited in the search report of the other. To evaluate the similarity computation with different feature representations, the task of finding similar patents can be modelled as a binary classification problem, where the samples correspond to pairs of patents. A patent pair is given a positive label, if one of the patents was cited by the other, and a negative label otherwise. We can then compute similarity scores for all pairs of patents and select a threshold for the score where we say all patent pairs with a similarity score higher than this threshold are relevant for each other while similarity scores below the threshold indicate the patents in this pair are unrelated. With a meaningful similarity measure, it should be possible to choose a threshold such that most patent pairs associated with a positive label have a similarity score above the threshold and the pairs with negative labels score below the threshold, i.e., the two similarity score distributions should be well separated. For a given threshold, we can compute the *true positive rate* (TPR), also called *recall*, and the *false positive rate* (FPR) of the similarity measure. By plotting the TPR against the FPR for different decision thresholds, we obtain the graph of the *receiver operating characteristic* (ROC) curve, where the *area under the* ROC *curve* (AUC) conveniently translates the performance of the similarity measure into a number between 0.5 (similarity scores assigned to patent pairs with a 'cited' relationship and randomly paired patents are in the same range) and 1 (semantically related patents receive consistently higher similarity scores than unrelated patent pairs). Further details on this performance measure can be found in Section *C* in [S1 File](#pone.0212103.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

While the AUC is a very useful measure to select a similarity function based on which relevant and irrelevant patents can be reliably separated, the exact score also depends on characteristics of the dataset and may therefore seem overly optimistic \[[@pone.0212103.ref062]\]. Especially in our first dataset, many of the randomly selected patents contain little overlap with the target patents and can therefore be easily identified as irrelevant. With only a small fraction of the random pairs receiving a medium or high similarity score, this means that for most threshold values the FPR will be very low, resulting in larger AUC values. To give a further perspective on the performance of the compared similarity measures, we therefore additionally report the *average precision* (AP) score for the final results. For a specific threshold, precision is defined as the number of TP relative to the number of all returned documents, i.e., TP+FP. As we rank the patent pairs based on their similarity score, precision and recall can again be plotted against each other for *n* different thresholds and the area under this curve can be computed as the weighted average of precision (*P*) and recall (*R*) for all *n* threshold values \[[@pone.0212103.ref063]\]: $$\begin{array}{r}
{AP = \sum\limits_{n}\left( R_{n} - R_{n - 1} \right)P_{n}.} \\
\end{array}$$

Results {#sec007}
=======

The aim of our study is to identify a robust approach for computing the full text similarity between two patents. To this end, in the following we evaluate different document feature representations and similarity functions by assessing how well the computed similarity scores are aligned with the labels of our two datasets, i.e., whether a high similarity score is assigned to pairs that are labelled as *cited* (*relevant*) and low similarity scores to *random* (*irrelevant*) pairs. Furthermore, we examine the discrepancies between patents cited in a patent application's search report and truly relevant prior art.

Using full text similarity to identify cited patents {#sec008}
----------------------------------------------------

The similarities between the patents in each pair contained in the cited/random dataset are computed using the different feature extraction methods together with the cosine similarity and the obtained similarity scores are then evaluated by computing the AUC with respect to the pairs' labels ([Table 1](#pone.0212103.t001){ref-type="table"}). The similarity scores are computed using either the full texts of the patents to create the feature vectors, or only parts of the documents, such as the patents' abstracts or their claims, to identify which sections are most relevant for this task \[[@pone.0212103.ref031], [@pone.0212103.ref064]\]. Additionally, the results on this dataset using BOW feature vectors together with other similarity measures can be found in Section *D1* in [S1 File](#pone.0212103.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0212103.t001

###### Evaluation results on the cited/random dataset.

![](pone.0212103.t001){#pone.0212103.t001g}

  Features           patent section: AUC                
  ------------------ --------------------- ------------ ------------
  *Bag-of-words*     **0.9560**            0.8620       0.8656
  *LSA*              0.9361                0.8579       0.8561
  *KPCA*             0.9207                0.8377       0.8250
  *BOW + word2vec*   0.9410                0.8618       0.8525
  *doc2vec*          0.9314                **0.8919**   **0.8898**

AUC values when computing the cosine similarity with BOW, LSA, KPCA, *word2vec*, and *doc2vec* features constructed from different patent sections of the cited/random dataset.

The BOW features outperform the tested dimensionality reduction methods LSA and KPCA as well as the NNLM *word2vec* and *doc2vec* when comparing the patents' full texts ([Table 1](#pone.0212103.t001){ref-type="table"}). Yet, with AUC values greater than 0.9, all methods succeed in identifying cited patents by assigning the patents found in a target patent's search report a higher similarity score than those that they were paired up with randomly. When only certain patent sections are taken into account, the NNLMs perform as good (*word2vec*) or even better (*doc2vec*) than the BOW vectors, and LSA performs well on the claims section as well. The comparably good performance, especially of *doc2vec*, on individual sections is probably due to the fact that these feature representations are more meaningful when computed for shorter texts, whereas when combining the embedding vectors of too many individual words, the resulting document representation can be rather noisy.

When looking more closely at the score distributions obtained with BOW features on the patents' full texts as well as their claims sections ([Fig 2](#pone.0212103.g002){ref-type="fig"}), it can be seen that when only using the claims sections, the scores of the duplicate patent pairs, instead of being clustered near 1, range nearly uniformly between 0 and 1. This can be explained by divisional applications and the fact that during the different stages of a submission process, most of the time only the claims section is revised (usually by weakening the claims), such that several versions of a patent application will essentially differ from each other only in their claims whereas abstract and description remain largely unchanged \[[@pone.0212103.ref031], [@pone.0212103.ref032]\].

![Distributions of cosine similarity scores.\
Similarity scores for the patent pairs are computed using BOW feature vectors generated either from full texts *(left)* or only the claims sections *(right)*. Scale on the *y*-axis is irrelevant and was therefore omitted.](pone.0212103.g002){#pone.0212103.g002}

Identifying truly relevant patents {#sec009}
----------------------------------

The search for prior art for a given patent application is in general conducted by a single person using mainly keyword searches, which might result in false positives as well as false negatives. Furthermore, as different patent applications are handled by different patent examiners, it is difficult to obtain a consistently labelled dataset. A more reliably labelled dataset would therefore be desirable to properly evaluate our automatic search approach. In the previous section, we showed that by computing the cosine similarity between feature vectors created from full patent texts we can identify patents that occur in the search report of a target patent. However, the question remains, whether these results translate to a real setting and if it is possible to find patents previously overlooked or prevent the citation of actually irrelevant patents.

To get an estimate of how many of the cited, as well as the patents identified through our automated approach, are truly relevant for a given target patent, we asked a patent attorney to label a small subsample of the first dataset. As the patent attorney labelled these patents very carefully, her decisions merit a high confidence and we therefore consider them as the ground truth when her ratings are in conflict with the citation labels.

Using this second, more reliably labelled dataset, we first assess the amount of (dis)agreement between the cited/random labelling, based on the search reports, and the relevant/irrelevant labelling, obtained from the patent attorney. We then evaluate the similarity scores computed for this second dataset to see whether our automated approach is indeed capable of identifying the truly relevant prior art for a new patent application.

### Comparing the current citation process to the additional human labels {#sec010}

To see if documents found in the search for prior art conducted by the patent office generally coincide with the documents considered relevant by our patent attorney, the confusion matrix as well as the correlation between the two human labellings is analysed. Please keep in mind that, in general, patent examiners can only assess the relevance of prior art that was actually found by the keyword driven search.

Taking the relevant/irrelevant labelling as the ground truth, the confusion matrix ([Table 2](#pone.0212103.t002){ref-type="table"}) shows that 86 FP and 18 FN are produced by the patent examiner, which results in a recall of 0.78 and a precision score of 0.43. The large number of false positives can, in part, be explained by applicants being required by the USPTO to file so-called Information Disclosure Statements (IDS) including, according to the applicant, related background art \[[@pone.0212103.ref065]\]. The documents cited in an IDS are then included in the list of citations by the examiner, thus resulting in very long citations lists.

10.1371/journal.pone.0212103.t002

###### Confusion matrix for the dataset subsample.

![](pone.0212103.t002){#pone.0212103.t002g}

                   cited   random
  ---------------- ------- --------
  **relevant**     65      18
  **irrelevant**   86      281

The original cited/random labelling is compared to the more accurate relevant/irrelevant labels.

To get a better understanding of the relationship between the cosine similarity computed using BOW feature vectors and the relevant/irrelevant as well as the cited/random labelling, we calculate their pairwise correlations using Spearman's *ρ* ([Table 3](#pone.0212103.t003){ref-type="table"}). The highest correlation score of 0.652 is reached between the relevant/irrelevant labelling and the cosine similarity, whereas Spearman's *ρ* for the cosine similarity and the cited/random labels is much lower (0.501).

10.1371/journal.pone.0212103.t003

###### Correlations between labels and similarity scores on the dataset subsample.

![](pone.0212103.t003){#pone.0212103.t003g}

                      cited/random   relevant/irr.
  ------------------- -------------- ---------------
  **cosine (BOW)**    0.501          0.652
  **relevant/irr**.   0.592          ---

Spearman's *ρ* for the cosine similarity calculated with BOW feature vectors and the relevant/irrelevant and cited/random labelling.

When plotting the cosine similarity and the relevant/irrelevant labelling against each other for individual patents (e.g. [Fig 3](#pone.0212103.g003){ref-type="fig"}), in most cases, the scorings agree on whether a patent is relevant or not for the target patent. Yet it is worthwhile to inspect some of the outliers to get a better understanding of the process. In Section *D2* in [S1 File](#pone.0212103.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} we discuss two false positives, one produced by our approach and one found in a patent's search report. More problematic, however, are false negatives, i.e., prior art that was missed when filing the application. For the target patent with ID US20150018885 our automated approach would have discovered a relevant patent, which was missed by the search performed by the patent examiner ([Fig 3](#pone.0212103.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The patent with ID US20110087291 must be considered as relevant for the target patent, because both describe rigid bars that are aimed at connecting vertebrae for stabilization purposes with two anchors that are screwed into the bones. While in the target patent, the term *bone anchoring member* is used, the same part of the device in patent US20110087291 is called *connecting member*, which is a more abstract term. Moreover, instead of talking about a *connecting bar*, as it is done in the target patent, the term *elongate fusion member* is used in the other patent application.

![Score correlation for the patent with ID US20150018885.\
A false negative (ID US20110087291) caught by the cosine similarity is circled in gray.](pone.0212103.g003){#pone.0212103.g003}

### Using full text similarity to identify relevant patents {#sec011}

In order to systematically assess how close the similarity score ranking can get to the one of the patent attorney (relevant/irrelevant) compared to the one of the patent office examiners (cited/random), the experiments performed on the first dataset with respect to the cited/random labelling were again conducted on this dataset subsample. For the analysis, it is important to bear in mind that this dataset is different from the one used in the previous experiments, as it only consists of the 450 patent pairs scored by the patent attorney. For each of the feature extraction methods, it was assessed how well the cosine similarity could distinguish between the relevant and irrelevant as well as the cited and random patent pairs of this smaller dataset.

The AUC and AP values achieved with the different feature representations on both labellings as well as, for comparison, on the original dataset, are reported in [Table 4](#pone.0212103.t004){ref-type="table"}. On this dataset subsample, the AUC w.r.t. the cited/random labelling is much lower than in the previous experiment on the larger dataset (0.806 compared to 0.956 for BOW features), which can be in part explained by the varying number of easily identifiable negative samples and their impact on the FPR: The full cited/random dataset contains many more low-scored random patents than the relevant/irrelevant subsample, where we included an equal amount of low- and high-scored random patents for each of the ten target patents. Yet, for most feature representations, the performance is better for the relevant/irrelevant than for the cited/random labelling of the dataset subsample, and the best results on the relevant/irrelevant labelling are achieved using the combination of BOW vectors and *word2vec* embeddings as feature vectors.

10.1371/journal.pone.0212103.t004

###### Summary of evaluation results.

![](pone.0212103.t004){#pone.0212103.t004g}

  Features           AUC          AP                                                  
  ------------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------
  *Bag-of-words*     0.8118       0.8063       **0.9560**   0.5274       0.7095       **0.4705**
  *LSA*              0.7798       0.7075       0.9361       0.4787       0.5921       0.3257
  *KPCA*             0.7441       0.6740       0.9207       0.4721       0.5832       0.2996
  *BOW + word2vec*   **0.8408**   **0.8544**   0.9410       **0.5443**   **0.7354**   0.4019
  *doc2vec*          0.7658       0.8138       0.9314       0.4749       0.6829       0.3121

AUC and average precision (AP) scores for the different feature extraction methods on the dataset subsample with cited/random and relevant/irrelevant labelling, as well as the full dataset.

Discussion {#sec012}
==========

The search for prior art for a given patent application is currently based on a manually conducted keyword search, which is not only time consuming but also prone to mistakes yielding both false positives and, more problematically, false negatives. In this paper, an approach for automating the search for prior art was developed, where a patent application's *full* text is automatically compared to the patents contained in a database, yielding a similarity score based on which the patents can be ranked from most similar to least similar. The patents whose similarity scores exceed a certain threshold can then be suggested as prior art.

Several feature extraction methods for transforming documents into numerical vectors were evaluated on a dataset consisting of several thousand patent documents. In a first step, the evaluation was performed with respect to the distinction between cited and random patents, where cited patents are those included in the given target patent's search report and random patents are randomly selected patent documents that were not cited by any of the target patents. We showed that by computing the cosine similarity between feature vectors created from full patent texts, we can reliably identify patents that occur in the search report of a target patent. The best distinction between these cited and random patents on the full corpus could be achieved when computing the cosine similarity using the well-established *tf-idf* BOW features, which is conceptually the method most closely related to a regular keyword search.

To examine the discrepancies between the computed similarity scores and cited/random labels, we obtained additional and more reliable labels from a patent attorney to identify truly relevant patents. As illustrated by Tables [3](#pone.0212103.t003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#pone.0212103.t004){ref-type="table"}, the automatically calculated similarities between patents are closer to the patent attorney's relevancy scoring than to the cited/random labellings obtained from the search report. The comparison of different feature representations on the smaller dataset not only showed that the same feature extraction method reaches different AUCs for the two labellings, but also that the feature extraction method that best distinguishes between cited and random patents on the full corpus (BOW) was outperformed on the relevant/irrelevant dataset by the combination of *tf-idf* BOW feature vectors with *word2vec* embeddings. This again indicates that the keyword search is missing patents that use synonyms or more general and abstract terms, which can be identified using the semantically meaningful representations learned by a NNLM. Therefore, with our automated similarity search, we are able to identify the truly relevant documents for a given patent application.

Most importantly, we gave an example where the cosine similarity caught a relevant patent originally missed by the patent examiner ([Fig 3](#pone.0212103.g003){ref-type="fig"}). As discussed at the beginning of this paper, missing a relevant prior art document in the search is a serious issue, as this might lead to an erroneous grant of a patent with profound legal and financial implications for both the applicant as well as competitors.

Consequently, our findings show that the search for prior art for a given patent application, and thereby the citation process, can be greatly enhanced by a precursory similarity scoring of the patents based on their full texts. With our NLP based approach we would not only greatly accelerate the search process, but, as shown in our empirical analysis, our method could also improve the *quality* of the results by reducing the number of omitted yet relevant documents.

Given the so far unsatisfying precision (0.43) and recall (0.78) values of the standard citation process compared to the relevancy labellings provided by our patent attorney, in the future it is clearly desirable to focus on improving the separation of relevant and irrelevant instead of cited and random patents. Our results on the small relevant/irrelevant dataset, while very encouraging, should only be considered as a first indicative step; clearly the creation of a larger dataset, reliably labelled by several experts, will be an essential next step for any further evaluation.

While we have demonstrated that our search approach is capable of identifying FP and FN w.r.t. the documents cited in a patent's original search report, it is not clear whether this original search for prior art was always conducted using any of the more sophisticated IR approaches discussed in the related works section at the beginning of the paper, i.e., going beyond a basic manual keyword search. Therefore, a future step in the evaluation of our search approach would be to benchmark our methods against these existing IR techniques specifically developed for the prior art search, for example, using the CLEF-IP datasets \[[@pone.0212103.ref035], [@pone.0212103.ref036]\].

Furthermore, the methods discussed within this paper should also be applied to documents from other CPC classes to assess the quality of the automatically generated search results in domains other than medical or veterinary science and hygiene. Additionally considering the (sub)categories of the patents as features when conducting the search for prior art also seems like a promising step to further enhance the search results \[[@pone.0212103.ref034], [@pone.0212103.ref066]\].

It should also be evaluated how well these results translate to patents filed in other countries \[[@pone.0212103.ref067], [@pone.0212103.ref068]\], especially if these patents were automatically translated using machine translation methods \[[@pone.0212103.ref069], [@pone.0212103.ref070]\]. Here it may also be important to take a closer look at similarity search results obtained by using only the texts from single patent sections. As related work has shown \[[@pone.0212103.ref031], [@pone.0212103.ref064]\], an extended abstract and description may often suffice to find prior art. This can speed up the patent filing process, as all relevant prior art can already be identified early in the patent application process, thereby reducing the number of duplicate submissions with only revised (i.e. weakened) claims. However, as patents filed in different countries have different structures, these results might not directly translate to, e.g., patents filed with the European Patent Office.

It might also be of interest to compare other NNLM based feature representations for this task, e.g., by combining the *word2vec* embeddings with a convolutional neural network \[[@pone.0212103.ref071], [@pone.0212103.ref072]\]. To better adapt a similarity search approach to patents from other domains, it could also be advantageous to additionally take into account image based similarities computed from the sketches supplied in the patent documents \[[@pone.0212103.ref002], [@pone.0212103.ref010]\].

An important challenge to solve furthermore is how an exhaustive comparison of a given patent application to all the millions of documents contained in a real world patent database could be performed efficiently. Promising approaches for speeding up the similarity search for all pairs in a set \[[@pone.0212103.ref073]\] should be explored for this task in future work.

The search for a patent's prior art is a particularly difficult problem, as patent applications are purposefully written in a way that is to create little overlap with other patents, as only by distinguishing the invention from others, a patent application has a chance of being granted \[[@pone.0212103.ref006]\]. By showing that our automated full text similarity search approach successfully improves the search for a patent's prior art, consequently these methods are also promising candidates for enhancing other document searches, such as identifying relevant scientific literature.
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